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The Silver Lining in the Cable Storm Cloud 
By Thomas Kracz 

Managing Director, Sequencia Technologies 

 

No form of entertainment provides more bang for the buck than cable, yet cable seems to be constantly 

under a storm cloud these days.   The slow, steady drip-drip loss in subscribers that began late in the last 

decade has continued unabated.  Cable lost 3 percent of its 56 million subscribers in 2012, following a 

2.8 percent loss the year before1.  Some subscribers have simply given up on cable video services 

altogether, migrating to web-based streaming services such as Hulu and Netflix.  According to a recent 

Nielsen study, more than five million U.S. homes now have no TV service, up from 3 million in 20072.  

And that trend is likely to continue, as these “zero TV” homes are largely headed by 20-somethings who 

grew up with over-the-top options, and find cable TV increasingly expensive.   

This is not news to cable company executives.  Over the years they have sensibly responded with new 

and enhanced offerings such as phone service, video-on-demand, DVR, smartphone apps, and services 

for viewing videos on other platforms like cellphones, tablets and PC’s.   These additional offerings have 

no doubt stemmed losses, reduced churn and improved ARPU, but they have complicated the business 

model and underlying technology requirements by, among other things, requiring support of multiple 

catalogues, video formats and DRM’s. 

But consumer service quality expectations for these new offerings, as well as existing ones, are high and 

getting higher.  Uptime expectations for phone service are no different for cable operators than they are 

for telcos.  (Telco’s, meanwhile, are busy trying to achieve quality expectations for their new video 

services.)  Meanwhile, as TV viewing habits migrate steadily toward on demand and DVR-based 

interactions, consumer quality and uptime expectations for these services begin to mirror linear TV.  Yet 

quality challenges are exacerbating the churn problem.   One major cable operator recently suffered a 

                                                           
1
 http://news.yahoo.com/much-more-expensive-tv-232801910.html 

2
 http://techcrunch.com/2013/03/11/zero-tv-households-now-at-5-million-says-nielsen-up-from-3-million-in-

2007-but-still-just-5-of-market/ 
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multi-day phone system outage that took out 800,000 subscribers3.  This is the same cable provider that 

accidentally aired adult video on some children’s channels a few years back4.    Another cable giant 

recently dropped TV, internet and phone service in a mid-size metropolitan area just as many 

subscribers were tuning in for Oscar night, one of the biggest TV nights of the year5.  Other operators 

have experienced significant outages and slow recovery in the wake of recent hurricanes.    

Declining subscriber bases, fast moving competition, higher costs, more complex offerings and higher 

service quality expectations requiring more sophisticated technologies – what’s not to love?  Again, 

these are not new problems for cable operators.  They are well-known, ever present challenges.  What is 

new is the silver lining – the advanced technologies now entering the market can represent by 

addressing all of these challenges head on. 

What To Do? 

There is no single magic medicine for all these ailments, but there are steps that cable operators can 

take to address their underlying technology infrastructure, steps that will ultimately decrease costs 

while improving service levels, and establish flexibility to rapidly launch new features and services.   

These steps necessarily employ much hyped “cloud” technologies and concepts, but private cloud really 

can make a dramatic difference.   New technologies such as server/storage/network hypervisors, 

virtualization, abstraction and automation software – including Sequencia’s own GenesysTM product – 

have the potential to rein in each of three mounting challenges for cable operators:  cost, complexity, 

and quality of service. 

Cost.  Perhaps the most highly touted of cloud technology attributes, but nonetheless achievable if 

properly implemented.  Virtualization of servers, storage and network can reduce capital cost outlays 

significantly by reducing the hardware required to run application services as well as the energy, 

overhead, and labor required to operate and maintain the hardware.   For example, most operators run 

Switched Digital Video (SDV) servers in mirrored pairs, but with a virtualized design, it’s unnecessary to 

maintain a physical back-up server for each and every SDV server.  Sharing resources for SDV servers will 

reduce the back-up requirement from 100% to as little 10-15%.  The excess physical servers may be 

decommissioned or repurposed for other functions such as reporting, and future capital commitments 

may be reduced or applied to more strategic priorities.  Further cost reductions are realized as 

virtualization enforces the use of standardized, commodity hardware. 

Even more savings can be realized by shifting to virtualization models that share peaks with valleys, 

aligning them elastically between application services as loads change dynamically.  In the case of SDV, 

SDV resource capacity may vary elastically between prime time and non-prime time, or between time 

zones, allowing servers in off peak time times/zone to be temporarily repurposed to support other 

services, such as transcoding.    For Video on Demand (VoD), unused capacity normally dedicated to 

                                                           
3
 http://www.fiercecable.com/story/time-warner-cable-restores-phone-service-800000-subscribers-impacted-

outage/2013-04-08 
4
 http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,269819,00.html 

5
 http://www.fiercecable.com/story/comcast-under-fire-outage-during-academy-awards/2013-03-13 
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publishing or entitlement services might be leveraged to support peak ingest or streaming capacity, as 

the peaks and valleys of these workloads typically offset each other.   Private cloud technologies can 

orchestrate this for maximum efficiency.  Further cost savings are realized as the new technologies 

automate manual processes, such server and network configuration, provisioning, and maintenance.  

Perhaps greater than cost reduction advantages, staff can then be reallocated away from manual, error 

prone processes toward higher value added activities, such as innovating and designing new service 

offerings. 

Sequencia is currently developing Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) models that detail potential cost 

savings that can be attained by running common video services on virtualized infrastructure stacks 

consisting of server, storage and network hypervisors, superimposed with Sequencia’s GenesysTM  cloud 

operating system.  Actual savings will vary significantly depending on the operator, existing 

infrastructure, and cloud architecture adopted, but early indication is that running these services in a 

private cloud can generate significant savings.  

Complexity.  Complexity, at the risk of being redundant, is a complex issue.  Increasingly sophisticated 

service offerings and functionality, driven by market demand and competition, have led to video 

systems that are heavily customized and specialized, but siloed, and often strung together via 

convoluted, non-standard integration processes.   Moreover, reactionary attempts to improve service 

levels have led to inconsistent redundancy and monitoring methods.   

On the operability front, complexity of cable operators’ systems is reaching a point of critical mass.   

Even things as simple as version control and dependency mapping are breaking under the weight of 

tremendous complexity.  The transition of nearly everything to generalized IP technologies has reduced 

costs tremendously, but it has also made cable operators’ systems very difficult to troubleshoot.  

Domain expertise isn't enough anymore.  Alongside the domain expert, operators need a networking 

person, a security person and a platform expert.  If the domain has not made the transition to domain-

plus-IP, problems must be fixed as a team, where no single person really understands the whole picture.   

The net effect is longer outages, with wider effects and harder-to-isolate-faults. 

In this transition to common technologies, cable operators have yet to take the additional steps 

required to simplify and consolidate their operations.  For video alone, a typical cable operator has six or 

seven systems - linear video delivery, switched digital video, video on demand, network DVR, dynamic 

ad insertion, delivery to pads, pods and PCs, and TV Everywhere - all with roughly the same workflow 

and different formats, multiplied by the total number of sites.  

Much of this was inevitable, but it can’t continue unabated.  So let’s abate it. 

How so?  Start with three simple steps:  1. Standardize, 2.Virtualize and 3. Share.  Operators need to 

break the habit of acquiring new and different hardware for every new system.  Blending systems into 

common resources is the first step on the path to turning siloed, expensive, inefficient systems into 

fewer shared, standardized, commodity systems with virtualization.  This isn’t easy.  Many incumbent 

solutions cannot be easily migrated to standardized, commodity hardware.  Applications developed in 
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house, and vendor applications, may today still be hardware bound, or require specialized hardware.  

Operators should start by defining architectural strategies, or reference architectures, that set standards 

for in house and vendor applications including requiring the ability to operate on virtualized, commodity 

hardware. 

But in some sense the complexity will still be there.  Sophisticated, highly integrated, resilient service 

offerings require correspondingly complex infrastructure and applications.  The trick is managing and 

orchestrating these services and underlying resources in an automated, application aware manner.    

Applications are key, because they are where operators can truly differentiate themselves in an 

increasingly competitive market.  Existing virtualization tools and resource managers can manage 

current and projected capacity and workloads between servers, leading to improved efficiency and 

resiliency.  But for maximum efficiency and resiliency, and differentiation, private cloud technologies 

must look further up the stack, processing data real time from the application itself to understand 

whether, when and where to allocate the capacity of the shared infrastructure resources. Every 

application should be enrolled.  

 Common, lightweight, intelligent systems coordinated using simple algorithms are essential for 

mastering the complexity.   Sequencia’s GenesysTM platform is a prime example.   GenesysTM allows cable 

operators to adopt a multi component services platform that employs a standardized infrastructure for 

delivering the video, voice and data services that directly aligns infrastructure systems and resources 

with the customer services that drive the business.  It is essentially a private cloud services platform that 

delivers 100% service uptime to cable operators while dramatically reducing services delivery costs 

through systems consolidation.   

Service Resiliency.    Does this new technology stack up to delivering five nines video services?   Does it 

qualify?  The short answer is yes, it can.  Quite simply, cable operators can improve service resiliency by 

eliminating or reducing service disruptions through improved and automated high availability, failover 

and disaster recovery processes, and by enhancing or introducing geo-diversity possibilities.   

We all need and like people but they are expensive and slow.  Because systems have become very 

complex and too often require a team just to understand, maintain and troubleshoot a single service, 

these jobs are just better suited for computers.  For example, anti-lock brakes.  Humans used to be the 

anti-lock brake system, but clearly the computer is better at it.  And a lot faster.  Disasters and 

equipment breakdowns are inevitable, but customer impacting outages don’t have to be.  Increasingly 

complex service offerings, and higher service expectations, mean complex decisions to avoid service 

impacts need to be made rapid fire.  With standardized systems in place and appropriate automation 

and management software, mitigation and repair of outages can become automated, and we can move 

beyond human speed, reducing or even eliminating some outages. 

New cloud technologies such as GenesysTM are increasingly capable of simultaneously overcoming all 

three challenges: cost, complexity, and quality of service.   As cable operators finish the IP transition, 

they can begin to pool the resources and software for similar workflows.   Systems and resources can be 

leveraged in a holistic way without requiring vast amounts of integration, and with workflows working in 
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concert to optimize resiliency.   And the transition to cloud transition has tremendous capacity to reduce 

capital costs.  Flash back to the example of seven major systems all tasked with delivering video.  The 

linear system goes to everyone, but all the rest are provisioned for percentages of subscribers on a peak 

load basis.  They spend large chunks of the day idling, and when the system is really in demand, they run 

out of capacity.  Sharing the resources - compute, network and storage – across all of these service 

dynamically, utilizing all of the available infrastructure, will be a tremendous economy. 

Where to Start? 
 
Having both a good short and long game is essential.  The short game finds the vulnerabilities in the 

current architecture, and uses existing new technologies to improve resiliency and streamline costs.  The 

long game starts with the development of a new and improved reference architecture, a supporting TCO 

analysis, and a migration plan.  

The Short Game:  Baseline and Remediate.  The first step is to take a thorough inventory of existing 

systems:  servers, databases, storage devices, network, applications, etc., tracking every characteristic 

that could indicate a potential weakness (e.g.  no back-up, lack of redundancy, bandwidth or CPU 

limitations, dated software, incomplete monitoring process or tools, etc.).   These criteria should be 

rated using a consistent scale.   In the process of building the inventory, note and categorize these 

potential or existing vulnerabilities using a scale that enforces consistency across disparate systems.  For 

example, a vulnerability issue may be categorized as operational vs. design; a capacity, scalability, 

security, or monitoring issue; customer/business impact potential, and severity of the issue may be 

rated from critical to low.  Any ongoing initiatives that will reduce or mitigate the vulnerability should 

also be recorded.    Various tool sets for identifying these vulnerabilities may be employed, such as 

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA). 

Upon building a complete inventory and list of vulnerabilities, the next step is to identify remediation 

steps addressing the vulnerabilities, as well as the effort, relative cost and complexity of the 

remediation.  Remediation steps may then be grouped logically to form a prioritized plan.  Logical 

groupings may include all severe issues, or focus one particular application service, or a focus on 

customer impacting issues, or short vs. long term/cost.  The groupings will depend entirely upon 

business priorities. 

New cloud technologies may or may not play a role in all of the remediation plans.  Some solutions may 

only require making a process change, or tapping existing technologies.   Other solutions may involve 

the optimization of existing in-house technologies, such as server virtualization and resource 

management.  Less relevant than the technology behind the solutions are the outcomes, and two of the 

most important should be to: 

1. Establish a focused effort, and process, to close out vulnerabilities and enhance the short term 

resilience of customer impacting systems, so that the technology organization is not consumed 

with daily firefighting.  Fixing these problems now will buy time, and ensure the technology 

organization has the requisite bandwidth to design and implement a long term solution. 
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2. Build a baseline of data upon which to start constructing the reference architecture, the first 

step of the long term solution. 

The Long Game:  Architecting a Solution.   The first step in the long game is defining a reference 

architecture today.  What is a reference architecture?  Wikipedia defines it as: 

“…a template solution for an architecture for a particular domain. It also provides a common 
vocabulary with which to discuss implementations, often with the aim to stress commonality….A 
reference architecture often consists of a list of functions and some indication of their interfaces 
(or APIs) and interactions with each other and with functions located outside of the scope of the 
reference architecture…. it shows how to compose these parts together into a solution.” 

 
In effect, the reference architecture answers the “what?” question.   Leverage the baseline of 

information collected above to establish both scope and requirements to guide the reference 

architecture.   The reference architecture defines the solution for target services at a componentry level 

but stops short of selecting particular technologies.   Solution specifics, such as vendor products, are not 

yet necessary.  However, reference architectures are not generic solutions that can be applied to the 

same or similar application services across different operators.  They must be built on top of the unique 

needs, requirements, goals, and priorities of the operator.  Is cost the driving factor?  Is QoS?  Agility?  

Reduction in complexity?  Depending on the answers, reference architectures will vary significantly 

between cable operators. 

With respect to cloud technologies, we know that there are many options and products that may be 

applied to a reference architecture.  For example, while private cloud is assumed for cable operators, 

there may be some options for public cloud bursting, particularly where the application service is 

already supported by commodity hardware (e.g.  services delivered over the internet, such as web-

based DVR or EPG controls).  It’s also important to recognize that some applications won’t work in a 

cloud environment, private or public, for the foreseeable future, and that others will require significant 

investment. 

A reference architecture should be complimented by two critical parallel deliverables: 

1. A Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Analysis.  The TCO should compare current capital and 

operating expense to future expenses under the new architecture.  While details of the 

architecture are yet to be determined, enough should be known to develop rough costs.  The 

TCO should consider migration time frames and costs.  A reference architecture that achieves 

QoS, resiliency, and geo-diversity goals, but costs far more than the status quo, is unlikely to 

gain executive approval.  It’s important to show how costs are reduced, or cost growth is 

avoided, by implementing the new architecture. 

2. A Migration Plan.  The new architecture must be phased in over time.  Probably measured in 

years as it will represent significant change.  But appetites are low for five year promises.  And 

there’s the matter of day-to-day work that must get done.  How can this realistically be built?  

The migration plan spikes out the concrete and measurable initial steps that can (a) be 
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realistically achieved without a major investment of time and money, and (b) achieve a real 

return quickly (pick your metric, but money is a popular one).    

One additional key step is proving out the concept by selecting a particular application service and 

modeling it under the reference architecture.   Sequencia starts by identifying a particularly 

challenging use case, or set of use cases, that will stretch the solution and demonstrate its ability to 

handle the most challenging functional and performance requirements.  Then we build a PoC (Proof-

of-Concept) to demonstrate the feasibility of the solution against the use case(s) and specific 

acceptance test criteria.  The PoC outcome not only validates the technical feasibility of the solution 

architecture, but also serves to inform the TCO analysis and migration plan. 

Sequencia has recently developed three demo PoC’s demonstrating the viability of video content 

processing in a private cloud for both cable operators and broadcasters: 

1. Transcoding and nDVR services operating in a private cloud.   The demo includes multiple 

virtualized Envivio applications, creation of instances of Muse Transcoder via a Sequencia 

Portal, and demonstration of cloud-based nDVR functionality. 

2. Content distribution services between multiple systems from a private cloud using 

virtualized Aspera software components and remote management via Aspera Console 

Enterprise Server. 

3. Creation and operation of a TV station in a private cloud using Cinegy Play-to-Air Services 

and Myers Pro-Track traffic systems in Private Cloud.  

Sequencia Approach 

Baseline, Remediate, Architect, Cost (TCO), Plan and Prove the Concept.  These are the essential first 

steps of Sequencia’s S2CTM cloud migration methodology  (See Don’t Pave the Cloud Path, Sequencia 

Technologies, 1/31/13).  

Figure 1 below further illustrates how Sequencia leverages these initial steps to develop a 

transformation roadmap for migrating video, voice and data services to a private cloud. 
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Table 1:  Sequencia Approach to Migrating Video, Voice and Data Services to a Private Cloud  

Sequencia’s consulting services team is currently employing this approach on several projects with 

multiple clients, including some major cable operators.   For the cable operators in particular, 

establishing a baseline and remediating existing issues and vulnerabilities have proven to be critical 

early actions.  Doing so has allowed the operator to establish a stable baseline upon which to design 

a long term architectural solution that will properly address the cost/service quality/complexity 

challenges described above. 

About Sequencia Technologies, Inc. 

Sequencia is leading global broadcast and cable companies into the Private Cloud Virtual Services era. 

Sequencia provides software products and services which reduce the cost of implementing private cloud 

services up to 50% by automating private cloud services which minimize the manual operations 

required. Sequencia software employs an open architecture to abstract the complex systems currently 

used for storage, networking, compute and security onto our standardized, virtual private cloud service 

platform. Our customers not only reduce time to service from months to days, but also dramatically cut 

complexity and cost when migrating existing and new applications into their private cloud. 

Our industry-leading executives and engineers came from the world's leading broadcast, cable, 

technology firms and corporate strategy execution companies. Sequencia helps our customers avoid the 

hidden systems integration tax for configuring and implementing private cloud services. We engage with 

our customers at any stage of their migration to their private cloud to design, to implement and manage 

their entire private cloud implementation lifecycle. Sequencia executives and engineers were 

responsible for developing the first network hypervisor in cloud through their work at LineSider 
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Technologies (2010 Cisco acquisition), as well as delivering some of first Infrastructure-as-a-Service 

clouds. 

Sequencia provides services to design, architect, engineer, deploy and help optimize Private Cloud 

systems. Our services combined with our Genesys™ cloud automation system provides a long term 

strategic cloud road map and roll out plan allows customers to achieve their cloud strategies based on 

their optimal timelines and budgets. We provide our customer’s with an open architecture, virtual 

service platform that frees them from vendor lock in and supports future cloud services. The combined 

effect of Sequencia services and Cloud Service Bus™ is to reduce the cost of migrating applications into 

elastic virtual cloud services running in Private Clouds. 

 

Thomas Kracz is Managing Director of Advanced Services at Sequencia Technologies.  He can be reached 

at tkracz@sequenciainc.com. 

 


